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Abstract: In this study, to decrease the evaluation uncertainty of the fatigue characteristics of
cement-treated aggregate base materials under different test conditions, unconfined compressive,
indirect tensile, flexural tensile strength tests and fatigue tests of these base materials with different
cement content and at different curing times were carried out. The Weibull distribution was employed
to analyze fatigue test results. The standardization model of fatigue characteristics for cement-treated
aggregate base materials under different stress states was established. Based on the interval analysis
theory, the fatigue characteristic model under different stress states was established using interval
parameters. Results revealed that the curing time and cement content considerably affect the strength
and fatigue characteristics of cement-treated aggregate base materials, and with increasing cement
content and curing time, the fatigue resistance of cement-treated aggregate base materials can be
improved. Clear differences between the fitting parameters a and b of the S-N fatigue equation of
cement-treated aggregate base materials under different stress states were observed, which can be
eliminated by using the analysis method based on the Weibull distribution and the standardization
model, and a unified expression for the cement-treated aggregate base materials under different test
conditions was realized. A Standardization model of fatigue characteristics based on the interval
analysis new method could solve several problems such as inadequate sampling representation, low
precision, and insufficient stability of test equipment; thus, the errors caused by materials, structures,
the environment, and loads can be reduced, making the fatigue life interval more reasonable and
scientific compared to the point numerical fatigue life. Regression parameters a and be were in
intervals [9.0, 10.6] and [9.9, 11.3], respectively, and parameters a and b were similar, which improve
the test accuracy and reduce the data error.
Keywords: cement-treated aggregate base materials; fatigue equation; Weibull distribution;
Standardization model; interval parameter analysis

1. Introduction
Cement-treated aggregate base materials exhibit several advantages such as high strength, and
rigidity good impermeability and frost resistance, facile access to materials [1,2], and cost-effectiveness.
These base materials are widely used in high-grade road pavement bases in China. However,
engineering practice has demonstrated that such materials undergo facile fatigue cracking under
repeated loads and the environment [3]. Furthermore, even if the traffic load is less than the ultimate
load, it would suffer fatigue damage. Fatigue damage is the most common failure of cement-treated
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aggregate base materials. To ensure the good durability and usability of pavement bases, various
cost-effective, short-cycle indoor fatigue tests have been carried out worldwide to examine the fatigue
resistance of pavement base materials. Preteseille [4] conducted uniaxial flexural test to study the antifatigue properties of cement-treated aggregate base materials. Schneider [5] adopted flexural tensile
fatigue test to study the anti-fatigue properties of cement-treated aggregate base materials, of which
the specimens were large-scale beams. Chinese scholars [6,7] revealed the fatigue properties mostly
by carrying out flexural tensile or indirect tensile fatigue tests. Previous researches indicated that the
test results of different test methods were different, and the fatigue test results had higher sensitivity
to the specimen shape, sizes and stress states. In addition, the existing fatigue characteristics models
fail to reduce these differences. Therefore, it is imperative to develop a new method to analyze the
fatigue characteristics of cement-treated aggregate base materials and unify the test results obtained
from different fatigue test conditions.
To model the fatigue life of cement-treated aggregate base materials, considerable research and
practice have been conducted domestically and internationally. Lv et al. [8] improved the fatigue
equation based on the true stress ratio and the four-point bending fatigue test. Jameson [9] studied
different cement-treated aggregate base materials to evaluate the fatigue properties with tensile strain,
and established individual fatigue equation for each material. Otte [10] evaluated the fatigue properties
by strain and fracture strain and established the fatigue model. Huang [11] conducted a three-point
bending fatigue test to analyzed the fatigue life of cement-treated aggregate base materials specimen
beams through coupling fracture and failure mechanics, and calculated the fracture toughness of
specimen beams by finite element method (FEM) based on this, he proposed the damage evolution
equation with the fracture toughness as control index. Judycki et al. [12,13] adopted the cylinder
specimen and specimen beams performed cement-treated aggregate base materials fatigue test, and
established the prediction model of fatigue characteristics. Studies discussed above have considerably
contributed to the fatigue properties equations of cement-treated aggregate base materials. However,
different scholars have reported different fatigue characteristics models based on the widely used S-N
fatigue equation. It is not possible to explain fatigue properties of different stress states. Meantime,
a unified fatigue damage standard has not been established, as the test results lack uniformity,
uniqueness, and inevitability.
To decrease the effect of the stress state, specimen shape, and size on the analysis and evaluation
of fatigue characteristics, Li and Lv [14–16] developed a series of test methods to examine the fatigue
performance of asphalt mixtures and revealed the effect of the specimen size on fatigue life. Results
revealed that the specimen sizes marginally affect the tensile and compressive fatigue properties. In
addition, he used the Desai strength yield surface model to unify the fatigue properties of asphalt
mixtures under different stress states [17]; however, each test result was based on the assumption that
the tensile strength of the specimen was constant, which was not consistent with the actual situation
and resulted in a considerable inaccuracy with respect to the assessment of the fatigue characteristics
of asphalt mixtures. In order to minimize the high scatter of the compressive fatigue life of concrete
and fiber reinforced concrete which caused by material heterogeneity and uncertainty during the
tests, Tarifa et al. [18] designed an individualized ball-and-socket joint(i-BSJ) for this research. They
adopted steel-fiber reinforced concrete cubes compressive fatigue test with this device, and found that
the uncertainty of test conditions affect the fatigue characteristics of fiber reinforced concrete. But,
the test result was based on one stress state, which could not be used to draw unified conclusions
under different stress states. Therefore, it is imperative to develop and improve the method to analyze
fatigue characteristics for the standardization of fatigue characteristics of cement-treated aggregate
base materials under different stress states, which could decrease the evaluation uncertainty of the
fatigue characteristics and improve the science and precision in the designing of pavements.
Although the characteristics of cement-treated aggregate base materials have been examined,
besides the aforementioned information, two aspects have been predominantly ignored.
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First, the fatigue life of cement-treated aggregate base materials tends to be random and discrete,
which is possibly 10 or even dozens of times at the same stress level. Existing studies [3,7,19–21] have
revealed that the fatigue life and equivalent fatigue life of cement-treated aggregate base materials
are subject to the two-parameter Weibull distribution [22]. To tackle the problem of the high scatter
of fatigue life. Ou [23] studied effect of frost-damaged on flexural fatigue life of concrete beam
specimens by rapid frozen-thaw method. It was noted that the two-parameter Weibull distribution
function can appropriately describe the probability distribution of flexural fatigue life. Results of the
estimated shape parameter of the Weibull distribution by the method of moments show that the scatter
of the flexural fatigue life increases with the increase of the number of freezethaw cycles, and the
relationship of the fatigue life and the P-S-N curve was obtained. Sha and Jiang [3,7,24] subjected
different structural forms of specimens to bending and indirect tensile fatigue tests and analyzed the
fatigue test results by the Weibull distribution and regression analysis. They established the prediction
model for the indoor fatigue life of different structural material specimens. Ortega et al. [25] conducted
random samples of 100 compressive fatigue test of concrete, the experimentally-fitted probabilistic
distributions by failure probability and logN results found that an error in terms of fatigue life that
depends on the number of tests. Through statistical resampling, this relationship has been obtained
for the two-parameter Weibull probabilistic distribution fitted to a set of 100 tests results. The error
was obtained through a Weibull distribution model. Ganesan [26] investigated the flexural fatigue
behavior of Self Compacting Rubberized Concrete with and without steel fibers, and the probabilistic
distribution of fatigue life subject to Weibull distribution, and established an approximate model by the
two-parameter Weibull distribution. These studies have demonstrated to the Weibull distribution can
solve the issue of the high scatter of fatigue life, and proposed very sophisticated modeling approaches
by two-parameter or three-parameter Weibull distribution from a statistical viewpoint to simulate the
probability distribution of fatigue life.
Second, the fatigue equation models established by the above scholars were expressed as point
numerical. Owing to the representative issues of test sampling, accuracy, and stability of the test
equipment, the point value form does not completely reflect the complex properties such as the
variability and uncertainty of parameters and indicators. Therefore, in this study, the interval
analysis theory [27–29], which replaces the point parameter with the interval parameter, is introduced.
The interval parameter value included the true value of the point parameter value, and the uncertainty
parameter was used ensure accurate calculation results. By the combination of the interval analysis
method and the finite element method, Garcia [30] proposed the interval finite element method and
applied it to the calculation of the engineering structure, thereby making the structural calculation
more accurate. Chen [31] used the interval evaluation method for the comprehensive analysis of the
highway subgrade in the karst area. This method allows for the more reasonable, operable evaluation
of the subgrade stability of the karst area. Several uncertainty parameters exist in the slope stability
analysis. Dodagoudar [32–34] used interval mathematics to evaluate the stability and reliability of
slopes and solved the issue of several slope uncertainties.
Therefore, in this study, cement-treated aggregate base material specimens are formed by vibration
molding at cement contents of 3%, 4%, and 5%; different curing times; and aggregate base materials,
which were maintained at a standard curing time until different curing times, after 24 h of water
saturation. Specimens were subjected to unconfined compressive strength tests at 1, 3, 7, 14, 28, 60,
and 90 days; indirect tensile strength tests also at 1, 3, 7, 14, 28, 60, and 90 days; and flexural tensile
strength tests at 3, 7, 14, 28, 60, and 90 days using a material test system (MTS), followed by fatigue
life measurements of the 28-day and 90-day specimens at different stress ratios. Different from the
aforementioned fatigue life researches of Weibull distribution which adopted both single stress state
and different specimen shape, and size to analysis and evaluation of fatigue characteristics, the former
researches failed to draw a certain conclusion and decrease the uncertainty of test conditions. Based
on the results obtained from fatigue tests, this relationship has been obtained for fatigue life and
equivalent fatigue life at different stress states, different curing times and cement content and, a
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P-S-N standardization model of fatigue characteristics of cement-treated aggregate base materials at
different stress states was established by the Weibull distribution. The standardization model reduced
or even eliminated the uncertainty of evaluation of cement-treated aggregate base material fatigue
characteristics caused by the different test conditions. The new method based on the interval analysis
of the fatigue equation decreased uncertainty, caused by inadequate sampling representation; low
precision; and insufficient stability of test equipment, thereby decreasing errors caused by materials,
structures, the environment, and loads, making the fatigue life interval more reasonable and scientific
compared to the point value fatigue life and more consistent with the actual situation.
2. Specimen Formation and Test Preparation
2.1. Material Properties and Mixture Design
2.1.1. Cement
Ordinary Portland cement (PC32.5) was used as the cement-treated aggregate base material.
Table 1 summarizes its technical indicators, where the technical requirement has been stipulated by
the Chinese Construction Specifications for Highway Road Bases (JTG/T F20-2015) [35].
Table 1. Technical indicators of cement.
Test Projects

Test Results

Technical Requirement

1.8
285
422
2.8
5.2

≤10%
≥180
≥360
≤5
≥2.5

21.9

≥10

3.5
1.6
0.7
390
120
660

≤5%
≤3.5%
≤3.0%
300 m2 /kg–450 m2 /kg
≥90 min
≤720 min

Fineness detection
initial setting /min
Setting time (min)
final setting /min
Stability (mm)
3 days flexural strength
Strength of cement
3 days unconfined
mortar(MPa)
compressive strength
MgO content (%)
SO3 content (%)
Loss on ignition
Specific surface area (selectivity indicator)
Initial setting time
Final setting time

2.1.2. Aggregate

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

26.5

19

16

13.2

9.5

4.75

2.3

1.18

0.6

0.3

0.15

Lower gradation
Target gradation
Upper gradation
0.075

passing percentage[%]

According to the Chinese Construction Specifications for Highway Road Bases (JTG/T
F20-2015)
the8, gradation
curve of cement-treated aggregate base material is shown in Figure
Appl. [35],
Sci. 2018,
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sieve size[mm]
Figure
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Limestone was the aggregate. The aggregate proportion is shown in Tables 2 and 3. Table 4
summarizes its technical indicators.
Table 2. The aggregate content of cylinder specimen.
Sieve Size

Total
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Limestone was the aggregate. The aggregate proportion is shown in Tables 2 and 3. Table 4
summarizes its technical indicators.
Table 2. The aggregate content of cylinder specimen.
Sieve Size
(mm)

26.5

19

16

13.2

9.5

4.75

2.36

1.18

0.6

0.3

0.15

0.075

Total
Content (g)

Aggtregate
Content (g)

1036.8

622.1

553

829.5

1451.5

829.5

483.8

345.6

241.9

172.8

103.7

241.9

6912.1

Table 3. The aggregate content of large-scale beams specimen.
Sieve Size
(mm)

26.5

19

16

13.2

9.5

4.75

2.36

1.18

0.6

0.3

0.15

0.075

Total
Content (g)

Aggtregate
Content (g)

4247.9

2565

2280

3420

5984.9

3420

1995

1425

997.5

712.5

427.5

997.5

28499.6

Table 4. Technical indicators of aggregate.
Test Projects
Content of flat and elongated
particles in coarse aggregate (%)
Crushed stone value (%)
Less than 0.6mm particle Liquid
limit/plastic index
Content of soft stone (%)

Test Results

Technical Requirement [20]

13.8%

≤20%

22.5%
liquid limit ≤27%
plastic index ≤8
1.2

≤30%
26.5%
6.2
≤3

2.2. Specimen Shaping
According to the vibration compaction test methods of inorganic-binder-stabilized materials
specified by the Chinese Test Methods of Materials Stabilized with Inorganic Binders for Highway
Engineering (JTG E51-2009) [36], the maximum dry density of cement-treated aggregate base materials
was determined to be 2.349 g/cm3 , and the optimum water content was 5.15%. According to the
relevant test code and specifications, with a cement content of 3–5%, a cylinder specimen with a
diameter of 150 mm and a height of 150 mm was produced, as well as large-scale beams specimen of a
length of 550 mm and a width and height of 150 mm each. To better fit the correlation between the
specimen and pavement, the specimen was shaped by vertical vibrations. After molding, the specimen
was placed in a standard curing room (temperature of 20 ◦ C ± 2 ◦ C and humidity of <95%), followed
by curing at different times. Strength and fatigue tests were carried out at each curing time, and tests
were carried out using an MTS manufactured (MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, USA) in
the United States.
3. Strength Test
3.1. Unconfined Compressive Strength
After formation, the cylinder specimen was cured for 1, 3, 7, 14, 28, 60, and 90 days under standard
curing conditions. Next, according to the selected cement content and aggregate, on the basis of the
Chinese Test Methods of Materials Stabilized with Inorganic Binders for Highway Engineering (JTG
E51-2009) [36], unconfined compressive strength tests were carried out at different curing times and
with different cement content on the MTS. Five parallel tests were performed at each curing time.
The variation pattern was described by a logarithmic equation, and the strength test carried out at
different curing times were fitted by Equation (1). Figure 2 shows the fitting results of the unconfined
compressive strength, where R2 is the correlation coefficient of fitting.
Sc = a + bln(t + c)

(1)

Engineering (JTG E51-2009) [36], unconfined compressive strength tests were carried out at different
curing times and with different cement content on the MTS. Five parallel tests were performed at
each curing time. The variation pattern was described by a logarithmic equation, and the strength
test carried out at different curing times were fitted by Equation (1). Figure 2 shows the fitting results
2
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(1)

where
whereSSc
thecompressive
compressivestrength;
strength;t is
t isthe
thecuring
curingtime;
time;and
anda,a,b,b,and
andc are
c arethe
thefitting
fittingparameters.
parameters.
c isisthe
20

3% Cement content
4% Cement content
5% Cement content

18
16

Strength [MPa]

14

Sc=3.7303-1.4013ln(t+0.4054)
2

R =0.9758

Sc=4.3088-1.4391ln(t+1.3613)
2
R =0.9829

12
10
8

Sc=4.2344-2.289ln(t+0.8135)
2
R =0.9937

6
4
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Figure 2. Variation patterns for the unconfined compressive strength with the curing time and
Figure 2. Variation patterns for the unconfined compressive strength with the curing time and
cement content.
cement content.

From
Fromthe
thefitting
fittingresults,
results,ititcan
canbe
benoted
notedthat
that

(1) The
The Chinese
Chinese Specification
Specification for
for Design
Design of
ofHighway
HighwayAsphalt
AsphaltPavement
Pavement(JTG
(JTGD50-2017)
D50-2017)[37]
[37]has
has
(1)
stipulatedthat
thatthe
theunconfined
unconfinedcompressive
compressive
strength
of the
cement-stabilized
gravel
stipulated
strength
of the
cement-stabilized
gravel
basebase
layerlayer
for
7 days
under
special
traffic
conditions
is 5.0–7.0
MPathat
andofthat
the subbase
layer
is 3.0–5.0
7for
days
under
special
traffic
conditions
is 5.0–7.0
MPa and
theof
subbase
layer is
3.0–5.0
MPa.
MPa. the
From
the existing
test, an unconfined
compressive
strength
at meet
7-daythe
could
meet the
From
existing
test, an unconfined
compressive
strength at 7-day
could
requirements.
requirements.
(2) The
unconfined compressive strength of cement-treated aggregate base materials monotonously
(2) increased
The unconfined
compressive
of cement-treated
with the curing
time andstrength
cement content.
The effect of aggregate
the cement base
contentmaterials
on the
monotonously
increased with
the curing
and is
cement
The effect
the
cement
strength
of the cement-treated
aggregate
basetime
material
larger content.
than the curing
time.ofFor
example,
content
on the
theofcement-treated
aggregate
material
is larger than the
the
strength
at astrength
curing of
time
90 days and 5%
cement base
content
was approximately
1.6 curing
times
higher than that of 3% cement content at a curing time of 90 days (from 9 to 14 MPa). The strength
of the cement-treated aggregate base material is affected by the curing time significantly, but
much less than the cement content. At 1–14 days, the unconfined compressive strength of
cement-treated aggregate base materials rapidly increased, with a growth rate of ~1.6 times (from
6 MPa to 10 MPa). At 14–28 days, the unconfined compressive strength growth rate decreased by
1.2 times (from 10 to 12 MPa). After 28 days, the unconfined compressive strength approached
stability. Therefore, the cement-treated aggregate base should be maintained for about 28 days
after being paved.
3.2. Indirect Tensile Strength
Before performing indirect tensile strength tests, the formed specimens were cured in a standard
curing room for 1, 3, 7, 14, 28, 60, and 90 days. According to the Chinese Test Methods of Materials
Stabilized with Inorganic Binders for Highway Engineering (JTG E51-2009) [36], strength tests at
different curing times and with different cement content were also carried out on the MTS at a loading
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Materials
with Inorganic Binders for Highway Engineering (JTG E51-2009) [36], strength
tests at different curing times and with different cement content were also carried out on the MTS at
a loading rate of 1 mm/min. Five parallel tests were carried out at each curing time. In addition, the
rate of 1 mm/min. Five parallel tests were carried out at each curing time. In addition, the variation
variation pattern of the indirect tensile strength was described by a logarithmic equation, and the
pattern of the indirect tensile strength was described by a logarithmic equation, and the strength test
strength test results carried out at different curing times were fitted by Equation (1). Figure 3 shows
results carried out at different curing times were fitted by Equation (1). Figure 3 shows the fitting
the fitting results of the indirect tensile strength tests, where R2 is the correlation coefficient of fitting;
results of the indirect tensile strength tests, where R2 is the correlation coefficient of fitting; Sc is the
Sc is the indirect tensile strength; t is the curing time; and a, b, and c are the fitting parameters.
indirect tensile strength; t is the curing time; and a, b, and c are the fitting parameters.
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2
R =0.9778

Strength [MPa]
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2
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Figure 3. Variation patterns of the indirect tensile strength with the curing time and cement content.
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(2)

The indirect tensile strength of cement-treated aggregate base materials monotonously increased
with the curing time and cement content. The cement content considerably affected the indirect
tensile strength. The indirect tensile strength at 3% cement content and 28 days is ~1 MPa, the
indirect tensile strength at 5% cement content and 28 days is ~2.2 MPa, i.e., the strength value
increased by 2.2 times. At 1–14 days, the unconfined compressive strength of cement-treated
aggregate base materials rapidly increased, with a growth rate of ~2 (from 0.8 to 1.6 MPa).
At 14–90 days, the growth of indirect tensile strength decreased, but a certain growth trend
was still observed (from 1.6 to 2.25 MPa). The Chinese Specification for Design of Highway
Asphalt Pavement (JTG D50-2017) [37] has stipulated that the indirect tensile strength of the
cement-treated aggregate base materials is about 10% of the unconfined compressive strength.
From the test results, it can be observed that the indirect tensile strength at 3% cement content
and 90 days is 1.1 MPa which is about 10% of the unconfined compressive strength at 3% cement
content and 90 days.

of the cement-treated aggregate base materials is about 10% of the unconfined compressive
strength. From the test results, it can be observed that the indirect tensile strength at 3% cement
content and 90 days is 1.1 MPa which is about 10% of the unconfined compressive strength at 3%
cement content and 90 days.
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3.3. Flexural Tensile Strength

Flexural tensile strength tests were carried out according to the Chinese Test Methods of
3.3. Flexural Tensile Strength
Materials Stabilized with Inorganic Binders for Highway Engineering (JTG E51-2009) [36]. The
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fitting; Sc is the flexural tensile strength; t is the curing time; and a, b, and c are the fitting parameters.
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4. Variation
Variation patterns of flexural tensile strength with curing time and cement content.
Figure

From the fitting results, it can be noted that
(1)

(2)

A large variation coefficient for the flexural tensile strength of the large-scale beams specimen was
obtained, which was difficult to control within 15%, and discreteness monotonously increased
with the cement content. With the same cement content, the flexural tensile strength increased
with the curing time. Before 28 days, the growth rate was relatively rapid, the strength value
increased 2-fold (from 0.6 to 1.15 MPa), and after 28 days, the growth rate tended to be nearly
stable, and the strength value increased by 0.85 times (from 1.15 to 1.35 MPa).
The flexural tensile strength of cement-treated aggregate base materials also monotonously
increased with the curing time and cement content. The result was consistent with the growth
trend of unconfined compressive strength and indirect tensile strength. The flexural tensile
strength for the sample cured for 90 days tended to be stable, and with the increase in the cement
content by 1%, the flexural tensile strength was multiplied, the flexural tensile strength at 3%
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cement content and 28 days is ~0.4 MPa, the flexural tensile strength at 5% cement content and
28 days is ~1.15 MPa. Simultaneously, the effect of the cement content on the strength of the
cement-treated aggregate base material is larger than the curing time. The flexural tensile strength
was also consistent with the growth trend of unconfined compressive strength. The Chinese
Specification for Design of Highway Asphalt Pavement (JTG D50-2017) [37] has used the flexural
tensile strength as the strength index of the inorganic binder. The flexural tensile strength at
90 days is ~1.35 MPa which is very close to the requirements.
4. Results and Analysis of Fatigue Tests of Cement-Treated Aggregate Base Materials under
Different Stress States
4.1. Fatigue Test Results
In addition, fatigue tests were carried out on the MTS in the same manner as the strength tests;
however, fatigue tests were also carried out under unconfined compressive, flexural tensile, and
indirect tensile stress states. Generally, the average speed of vehicles on the road is about 60~80 km/s,
at which point the pavements receive a loading frequency nearly equivalent to 10 Hz. Thus, the
samples were continuously subjected to sinusoidal wave which was implemented as the loading
waveform with a loading frequency of 10 Hz. The fracture of the specimen was utilized as the material
fatigue failure criterion.
The same specimen size was utilized for the strength test. The curing times were 28 days and
90 days; the cement content was 3–5%, and the selected stress ratios were 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9.
Fatigue tests were carried out with each cement content under different stress ratios and different
stress states, and five parallel tests were carried out at each stress ratio. Owing to the variability
of the specimen strength and the micro-cracks in the cement-treated aggregate base materials, the
cement in some specimens was not completely combined with the aggregate in the specimen, and
certain inhomogeneities were noted in the existing specimen-forming process. Owing to these reasons
that increased the discreetness of the fatigue test results, some of the large discrete test data were
eliminated. The details of the strength and fatigue tests under different stress states are shown in
Figure
Figures
6–8PEER
show
the test results where Nf is fatigue life(times), S is stress ratio.
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From the above Figures 6–8 and the Tables 5–7. It can be observed that:
From the above Figures 6–8 and the Tables 5–7. It can be observed that:
(1) The fatigue life of cement-treated aggregate base materials monotonously increased with the
(1) The
fatigue
life of
cement-treated
aggregate base
materialswith
monotonously
with the
curing
time and
cement
content, monotonously
decreased
stress ratio increased
and the fatigue
life
curing
time
and
cement
content,
monotonously
decreased
with
stress
ratio
and
the
fatigue
life
followed the order of unconfined compressive > indirect tensile > flexural tensile. The result
followed
the order
unconfined
compressive
> indirectaggregate
tensile > flexural
tensile. The
result was
was similar
to theofgrowth
trend
of cement-treated
base materials
strength.
The
fatigue life of unconfined compressive at 5% cement content and 90 days was the longest, and
that of flexural tensile at 3% cement content and 28 days, the smallest. Test results revealed
that the curing time, cement content and stress states considerably affected the fatigue life of
cement-treated aggregate base materials. Test results were similar to former studies [3,7,24,38–
40].
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similar to the growth trend of cement-treated aggregate base materials strength. The fatigue life
of unconfined compressive at 5% cement content and 90 days was the longest, and that of flexural
tensile at 3% cement content and 28 days, the smallest. Test results revealed that the curing time,
cement content and stress states considerably affected the fatigue life of cement-treated aggregate
base materials. Test results were similar to former studies [3,7,24,38–40].
The magnitude of the parameters a and b of the fatigue equation varied in a wide range, and
the curing time and cement content considerably affected the parameters a and b. Parameter
a reflected the slope of the fatigue curve, and the parameter a followed the order of flexural
tensile > indirect tensile > unconfined compressive. On the other hand, parameter b reflected the
intercept of the fatigue curve, and parameter b was significantly different under different stress
states. Parameter b followed the order of unconfined compressive > flexural tensile > indirect
tensile. Furthermore, similar to previous researchers [14,16,17,38,39], the values of parameter a
were accessible to change with the types of the test conditions and the stress states.
The fitting equation for unconfined compressive fatigue is far from the flexural tensile and indirect
tensile strength curves, and the S-N single logarithmic fatigue equations of cement-treated
aggregate base materials under different stress states exhibit large differences. The fitting
correlation coefficient was too low as shown in Tables 5–7. Therefore, it was not possible to
analyze the fatigue performance of cement-treated aggregate base materials by comparing the
fatigue curve obtained under different stress conditions and to scientifically evaluate the fatigue
characteristics of cement-treated aggregate base materials and realize scientific transformation
from material fatigue to structural fatigue under different stress states.

To summarize, there would be an obvious error if the conventional S-N fatigue equations were
used to analyze the fatigue properties of cement-treated aggregate base materials, and parameters a
and b of the conventional S-N fatigue equations varied with the stress states and other factors even for
the same material, which made it almost impossible to assess the fatigue properties of cement-treated
aggregate base materials precisely. Hence, it is essential to establish a standardization analysis method
of fatigue characteristics under different stress states.
Fatigue equations were fitted with different cement contents, different curing times, and different
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Table 5. Fitting parameters for the fatigue equation with a cement content of 3% under different
Fatigue equations were fitted with different cement contents, different curing times, and
stress
states. stress states. Tables 5–7 summarize the fitting parameters.
different
Curing4.2.
Times
(days) the FatigueStress
States
b Parameters
Establishing
Equation
Based on the WeibullaDistribution of Point

R2

compressive
2.0258 ×stress
106 states
1.66789
× 106 6–8, the0.5638
Notably, from Unconfined
the fatigue test
results under−
different
in Figures
fatigue life
6
6
Flexural tensile
0.5092
−1.4729stress
× 10 states1.19269
× 10the
28
exhibited
discreteness and variability under different
by
fitting
conventional
S-N
Indirect tensile
0.5431
−1.5517 × 106
1.25961 × 106
fatigue equation. However, even at the same stress ratio and the same cement content, the fatigue
compressive
0.6512of the
−2.3598
106related
1.95095
106
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which×was
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6
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tensileand internal
0.4943
−1.4028
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90
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6
Indirect
0.5648
1.7705 and
× 10size
× 106 and evaluation
decrease the effect of the
stress tensile
state, specimen−shape,
on1.4483
the analysis
of
fatigue characteristics and objectively investigate the laws of fatigue life and achieve standardization,
statistical analysis and reliability principles were introduced to analyze these data.
Current studies have suggested that fatigue life generally obeys a lognormal distribution;
however, in recent years, some studies proposed very sophisticated modeling approaches by
two-parameter or three-parameter Weibull distribution from statistical viewpoint [18,23,25,26] to
simulate the probability distribution of fatigue life. According to the Weibull distribution theory, the
safe life or the minimum safe life in the range of an extremely high guarantee rate (99–100%) is still
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Table 6. Fitting parameters for the fatigue equation with a cement content of 4% under different
stress states.
Curing Times (days)

Stress States

a

b

R2

28

Unconfined compressive
Flexural tensile
Indirect tensile

−4.4579 × 106
−1.7026 × 106
−2.9069 × 106

3.6650 × 106
1.4041 × 106
2.3819 × 106

0.5965
0.7053
0.5853

90

Unconfined compressive
Flexural tensile
Indirect tensile

−5.1242 × 106
−2.2351 × 106
−3.5573 × 106

4.2909 × 106
1.8415 × 106
2.9092 × 106

0.6611
0.6934
0.5976

Table 7. Fitting parameters for the fatigue equation with a cement content of 5% under different
stress states.
Curing Times (days)

Stress States

a

b

R2

28

Unconfined compressive
Flexural tensile
Indirect tensile

−5.5173 × 106
−2.4064 × 106
−3.4806 × 106

4.7240 × 106
1.9855 × 106
2.8836 × 106

0.8152
0.6848
0.7094

90

Unconfined compressive
Flexural tensile
Indirect tensile

−7.7162 × 106
−2.5573 × 106
−4.2797 × 106

6.5691 × 106
2.1357 × 106
3.5978 × 106

0.7258
0.7700
0.7489

4.2. Establishing the Fatigue Equation Based on the Weibull Distribution of Point Parameters
Notably, from the fatigue test results under different stress states in Figures 6–8, the fatigue life
exhibited discreteness and variability under different stress states by fitting the conventional S-N
fatigue equation. However, even at the same stress ratio and the same cement content, the fatigue
life of the specimen can be considerably discrete, which was related to the molding method of the
specimen; curing and test conditions; and internal structural cracks of the material. In this study,
to decrease the effect of the stress state, specimen shape, and size on the analysis and evaluation of
fatigue characteristics and objectively investigate the laws of fatigue life and achieve standardization,
statistical analysis and reliability principles were introduced to analyze these data.
Current studies have suggested that fatigue life generally obeys a lognormal distribution; however,
in recent years, some studies proposed very sophisticated modeling approaches by two-parameter or
three-parameter Weibull distribution from statistical viewpoint [18,23,25,26] to simulate the probability
distribution of fatigue life. According to the Weibull distribution theory, the safe life or the minimum
safe life in the range of an extremely high guarantee rate (99–100%) is still in agreement with the actual
situation. For long-lived zones with a fatigue life of greater than 106 cycles, some test results were
also approximately in accordance with the Weibull distribution, given a safe life in the long-life zone.
The Weibull distribution exhibited a fatigue life with a 100% survival rate, which was better from
the degree of fitting with empirical probability and more suitable for brittle materials. Currently, the
fatigue equation with a guarantee rate of 95% is generally selected as the design basis for a road base
layer in China. Therefore, the Weibull distribution theory is utilized to process the data obtained from
the fatigue tests of semi-rigid base materials.
From current research [3,7,19–21,24], the fatigue life Nf and equivalent fatigue life Ni of
cement-treated aggregate base materials obey the two-parameter Weibull distribution, and then
the guarantee rate ρ should satisfy the following formula:
Ni = N1−R
ρ = F ( Ni ) = 1 − exp (

Ni m
) Ni ≥ 1, m, t0 > 0
t0

(2)
(3)
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ln ln

1
1−ρ



= mln( Ni ) − ln(t0 )

(4)

where m and t0 are the shape and scale parameters, respectively, R is cyclic eigenvalues.
Table 8 summarizes the data from the Weibull distribution of the fatigue life shown in Figures 6–8
according to Equation (4). Owing to space limitations, only one stress state and the cement content
randomly selected under each stress ratio of the Weibull distribution of the fatigue life were listed.
Table 8. Regression coefficient and correlation coefficient for the Weibull distribution test.
Stress Ratio

Stress States

Curing Times
(days)

Cement
Content (%)

m

lnt0

R2

0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

Unconfined compressive
Indirect tensile
Flexural tensile
Indirect tensile
Unconfined compressive

28
90
28
90
28

3
4
5
3
4

38.0303
3.0914
2.1103
4.7462
1.5475

227.5346
17.5668
10.6800
18.1532
5.7722

0.8728
0.6628
0.7861
0.9388
0.8406

Results obtained from the Weibull distribution test summarized in Table 8 revealed that the
fatigue life and equivalent fatigue life were subject to a two-parameter Weibull distribution, and the
correlation coefficient was extremely good. By substituting the regression coefficient obtained by the
Weibull distribution test into Equation (4), and then multiplying the result by R (cyclic eigenvalues), an
equivalent fatigue life (Ni ) of 95% for different stress states, different curing times, and different cement
content was obtained. This relationship has been obtained for fatigue life and equivalent fatigue life at
different stress states, different curing times and cement content. Then, Equation (5) was used, where a
single logarithmic fatigue equation fitted the standardization equations for the fatigue characteristics
for different cement content, different stress states, and different curing times with a guaranteed rate
of 95%.
lgNi = aS + b
(5)
where S is the stress ratio; a, b are the regression coefficients; and Ni is the equivalent fatigue life (times).
Figures 9–14 shows the P-S-N figure of standardization equations, where R2 is the correlation
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Table 9. Summary of the fitting results obtained for the standardization equation with different stress
states at a guaranteed rate of 95%.
Cement Content (%)

Curing Times (days)

Standardized Fatigue Equation

R2

3

28
90

lgNi = 10.3342 − 9.5423(σ/Sf )
lgNi = 10.4075 − 9.2115(σ/Sf )

0.8472
0.9257

4

28
90

lgNi = 11.4540 − 10.4689(σ/Sf )
lgNi = 10.8184 − 9.8136(σ/Sf )

0.9615
0.8956

5

28
90

lgNi = 11.7037 − 10.7645(σ/Sf )
lgNi = 10.8485 − 9.5517(σ/Sf )

0.9134
0.9321

From the above Figures 9–14 and the Table 9. It can be observed that:
(1)

(2)

The results obtained from the fatigue tests of cement-treated aggregate base materials under
different stress states revealed a good linear relationship in the P-S-N coordinate system, and the
fitting correlation coefficient was extremely good. Compared to the conventional S-N fatigue
curve, the logarithm equivalent fatigue life of cement-treated aggregate base materials also
monotonously decreased with stress ratio, the difference of the fatigue curves under different
stress states based on the new method of fatigue analysis has been greatly reduced, and it was
hard to point out the fatigue tests results of one stress state from those of the other stress states.
The data points were very close to each other. It was difficult to distinguish the fatigue data
points under different stress states as a whole, standardization was realized.
In the single logarithmic standardization fatigue equation, the difference in the fatigue equation
parameters under different stress states based on the new method of fatigue analysis has been
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(3)

(4)

(5)
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greatly also reduced. The value of parameter a determines the steepness of the fatigue curve,
representing the mechanical sensitivity. The smaller the slope of the curve, the lower the
mechanical sensitivity, the greater the overloading of the road surface, and the better the over-limit
capability. The parameter b value reflects the height of the curve. The higher the intercept, the
better the fatigue resistance of cement-treated aggregate base materials. The highest parameter b
value was observed at a curing time of 28 days and a cement content of 5%; that is, the fatigue
resistance was the best. This result revealed that the higher the cement content, and the better the
fatigue resistance of cement-treated aggregate base materials. From the results obtained from
the fatigue tests of the existing cement-treated aggregate base materials [3,7,38–40], the range of
parameter a was typically considered to be 7–28, and the parameter a obtained by the test ranges
from 9.2 to 10.8 meet the range of parameter a.
The average of the parameters for the standardized fatigue equation at a curing time of 28 days
and a cement content of 3–5% was expressed as follows:
a: (9.5423 + 10.4689 + 10.7645)/3 = 10.2584

(6)

b: (10.3342 + 11.4540 + 11.7037)/3 = 11.1637

(7)

According to the obtained parameter average of (6) and (7), the unified expression for the
standardized fatigue equation at a curing time of 28 days with different cement content can be
expressed as lgNi = 11.1637 − 10.2584(σ/Sf ).
The average parameters for the standardized fatigue equation at a curing time of 90 days and a
cement content of 3–5% were expressed as follows:
a: (9.2115 + 9.8136 + 9.5517)/3 = 9.5256

(8)

b: (10.4075 + 10.8184 + 10.8485)/3 = 10.6914

(9)

According to the obtained parameter average of (8) and (9), a unified expression for the
standardized fatigue equation at a curing time of 90 days with different cement content can
be expressed as lgNi = 10.6914 − 9.5256(σ/Sf )
From the standardization equation at a curing time of 28 days with different cement contents, lgNi
= 11.1637 − 10.2584(σ/Sf ); the standardization equation at a curing time of 90 days with different
cement contents was lgNi = 10.6914 − 9.5256(σ/Sf ), and the standardized fatigue equations for
different cement content at different curing times were expressed as lgNi = 10.9274 − 9.8920(σ/Sf ).
The standardization of fatigue characteristics reduced or even eliminated the uncertainty of the
stress states, curing time, cement content, and the size of specimen in the fatigue test results.

To summarize, the results obtained from the Weibull distribution analysis fatigue test revealed
that lgNi and S in different stress states are simultaneously fitted by coordinates. Therefore, the
Weibull distribution analysis method of fatigue characteristics solved the problems which caused
by the conventional S-N fatigue equation. It is possible to characterize the fatigue properties of
cement-treated aggregate base materials under different stress conditions precisely and uniformly. The
unified form of the standardized fatigue equations of different cement content at different curing times
was obtained. The goal for standardizing the fatigue characteristics under different stress states was
achieved, which realized the unification of different fatigue test results and provided a theoretical
method and technical basis for the scientific transformation from material fatigue to structural fatigue.
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4.3. Establishing Fatigue Equations Based on the Weibull Distribution of Interval Parameters
4.3.1. Interval Analysis Method
In the 1960s, the American mathematician Moore first proposed the interval analysis
theory [27–29]. Subsequently, the classical “interval analysis” was reported [28], and the interval
operation theory was systematically described. In recent years, the interval analysis theory has become
an active uncertainty analysis method in structural engineering. Interval analysis treats all variables
involved in the project as an interval variable, which transforms the uncertainty of the variable into an
interval number and then uses the interval mathematics method to analyze the actual project. This
method exhibits immense significance in practical engineering applications.
4.3.2. Interval Value Theory
Typically, two or even more parallel tests are required for the test code and method for the
fatigue testing of cement-treated aggregate base materials [41]. With more than two test results from
parallel experiments, based on the Weibull distribution, the standardized fatigue equation can be
obtained by fitting to a single logarithmic fatigue equation, lgN = aS + b. In the fitting of the fatigue
equation (Table 9), parameters a and b were always used to estimate maximum amax and minimum
amin , bmax and bmin , and their values were one digit after the decimal point. The interval variable for
this parameter was expressed as follows:
a = [ amin , amax ]

(10)

b = [bmin , bmax ]

(11)

4.3.3. Establishing the Interval Fatigue Equation under the Weibull Distribution
The fatigue characteristic of cement-treated aggregate base materials is an important index to
characterize the pavement base performance. The fatigue test method is related to several factors;
therefore, the fatigue equation for cement-treated aggregate base materials is extremely complicated.
However, the conventional fatigue equation was expressed as point numerical. In fact, because of the
experimental equipment and human factors, the fatigue equation for cement-treated aggregate base
materials typically exhibits a certain error. The interval parameter was used instead of the uncertainty
parameter for engineering analysis, which showed a better agreement to the actual characteristics of
the project. Hence, it is a point numerical, indicating that the fatigue equation does not satisfy the
actual engineering requirements. Therefore, the interval analysis method is introduced, which could
not only present all the possible real values present in the operation results but also exert significance
for practical applications.
From the standardized fatigue equation in Table 9, parameters a and b with the cement content of
3–5% comprised three groups, with the maximum and minimum. According to the interval theory,
parameters a and b can be regarded as one interval variable. Parameter a values for the fatigue
equation standardized for cement-treated aggregate base materials at a curing time of 28 days were
9.5423, 10.4689, and 10.7642, while parameter b values were 10.3342, 11.4541, and 11.7034. Parameter a
values for the standardized fatigue equation for cement-treated aggregate base materials at a curing
time of 90 days were 9.2115, 9.8136, and 9.5517. The corresponding parameter b values were 10.4075,
10.8184, and 10.8485. The minimum and maximum values for parameters a and b were estimated.
According to Formula (10) and (11), the intervals of a and b were as follows:
(

a = [9.2, 10.8 ]
b = [10.3, 11.8]

(12)
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According to the interval values of a and b obtained from Formula (12), the standardized interval
parameters for the fatigue equation under different stress states, different curing times, and cement
content of 3–5% at a guaranteed rate of 95% can be obtained:
lgNi = [10.3, 11.8 ] − [9.2, 10.8](σ/Sf )

(13)

Let us assume parameters a and b in the standardized fatigue equation with a cement content of 4%
and 5% at a curing time of 28 days and 90 days. The minimum and maximum values for parameters a
and b were calculated, and the intervals of a and b were still in accordance with Formulas (10) and (11):
(
a = [9.5, 10.8 ]
(14)
b = [10.8, 11.8]
From the parameter value obtained by Formula (14), the standardization interval parameters
from the fatigue equation under different stress states, different curing times, and cement content of
4–5% at a guarantee rate of 95% were obtained:
lgNi = [10.8, 11.8 ] − [9.5, 10.8](σ/Sf )

(15)

When performing interval analysis calculations, it is imperative to consider the length of the
interval. The longer the interval, the higher the probability that the sample data was within the interval.
The lower the accuracy, the higher the permissible error. By comparing Equations (13) and (15), the
lengths of the interval of parameter a in Equations (13) and (15) were 1.6 and 1.3, respectively. On the
other hand, the lengths of parameter b in Equations (13) and (15) were 1.5 and 0.9, respectively. The
interval length of Equation (13) was greater than that of Equation (15), indicating that the life interval
allowed by Equation (13) is greater than that of Equation (15), and the error allowed by Equation (13)
is also higher. If the interval length was extremely long, the estimated fatigue life interval would be
extremely large, and the actual engineering would exert marginal significance. If the interval length
was extremely short, and the estimated fatigue life interval was small, the features of fatigue test
results would not satisfy the discreteness and variability. Therefore, the length of the interval can be
reasonably controlled to solve the uncertainty problem in the engineering field.
4.3.4. Example of Calculation Analysis
Fatigue tests were carried out on the specimen with cement content of 3–5%, and the fatigue test
results and the standardized fatigue equation model were obtained. According to the fatigue equation
of Table 9 obtained from the test, parameter a and b values at curing times of 28 days and 90 days with
a cement content of 3–5% are summarized in Table 10, which were used to obtain the standardized
fatigue equation for the prediction model with the cement content of 3.5% and 4.5%.
Table 10. Parameter a and b values.
Curing Times (days)

Cement Content (%)

Parameter a

Parameter b

28

3
4
5

9.5423
10.4689
10.7642

10.3342
11.4541
11.7034

90

3
4
5

9.2115
9.8136
9.5517

10.4075
10.8184
10.8485

Parameters a and b at a curing time of 28 days with a cement content of 3% and 4% were averaged,
respectively, and the point parameter prediction model for the standardized fatigue equation at a
curing time of 28 days with a cement content of 3.5% was obtained, followed by assigning the cement
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content of 4% and 5%. Parameters a and b for a cement content of 4.5% were averaged, and the point
parameter prediction model for the standardized fatigue equation for the cement content of 4.5% at a
curing time of 28 days was also obtained. The point parameter prediction model for the standardized
fatigue equation at a curing time of 90 days was also available. Table 11 summarizes specific results.
Parameters a and b at a curing time of 28 days with a cement content of 3% and 4% exhibited the
maximum and minimum. Now, a and b were taken as interval parameters according to Formulas (10)
and (11), then a: [9.5, 10.5] and b: [10.3, 11.5], and the standardized interval parameters for the fatigue
prediction model at a curing time of 28 days and a cement content of 3.5% can be obtained. Parameters
a and b for the cement content of 4% and 5% were also obtained from Formulas (10) and (11). The
interval parameters a: [10.5, 10.8], and b: [11.4, 11.8], which corresponded to the standardized interval
parameters for the fatigue equation prediction model for a cement content of 4.5% at a curing time of
28 days. In addition, the interval parameter standardization fatigue prediction model at a curing time
of 90 days was also available. Table 11 summarizes specific results obtained.
Table 11. Standardization fatigue prediction model for cement content of 3.5% and 4.5%.
Curing
Times (days)

Cement
Content (%)

Point Parameter Fatigue
Equation

Interval Parameter Fatigue Equation

28

3.5
4.5

lgNi = 10.8943 − 10.0056(σ/Sf )
lgNi = 11.5796 − 10.6162(σ/Sf )

lgNi = [10.3, 11.5] − [9.5, 10.5](σ/Sf )
lgNi = [11.4, 11.8] − [10.5, 10.8](σ/Sf )

90

3.5
4.5

lgNi = 10.5094 − 9.5126(σ/Sf )
lgNi = 10.8334 − 9.6826(σ/Sf )

lgNi = [10.4, 10.9] − [9.2, 9.9](σ/Sf )
lgNi = [10.8, 10.9] − [9.5, 9.9](σ/Sf )

The fatigue life of cement-treated aggregate base materials is an important indicator to characterize
the pavement base performance. Most scholars expressed fatigue life as point numerical. However,
the fatigue life is typically obtained from experiments, and issues such as inadequate sampling
representation; low precision; and insufficient stability of test equipment are inevitable, and the
point value form cannot completely reflect the complex nature of parameters and indicators such as
variability and uncertainty. From Table 11, the interval length for parameters a and b in the interval
parameter fatigue equation reached 1.2, with the minimum of only 0.1. Clearly, parameters a and b
in the point parameter fatigue equation were completely within the interval of the parameter fatigue
equation. The uncertainty of inadequate sampling representation; low precision; and insufficient
stability of test equipment can be reduced by life interval. Therefore, the point numerical fatigue
life obtained by the point parameter fatigue equation must be within the life interval estimated by
the interval parameter fatigue equation, and the life interval is more representative and scientific
compared to the point value life, which is more consistent with the actual situation.
The fatigue equation based on the interval parameters is more rational than the fatigue equation
of point value form. The effect of accuracy and stability of test equipment and the representative
problem of test sampling and errors caused by materials, structures, the environment, and loads can be
considered in the S-N fatigue equations characterized by interval parameter fatigue equation. Interval
parameter fatigue equation increases the accuracy of the fatigue life prediction for the cement-treated
aggregate base material.
By using the concept of the interval numerical value in mathematics and replacing the point value
of design parameters with interval values, the problems of accuracy and stability of test equipment
and the representative problem of test sampling were solved, and the errors caused by the materials,
structure, construction, environment, and load were reduced, making the fatigue life interval more
reasonable and scientific compared to the point value life. This is the objective required to characterize
the complex nature of parameters and is in agreement with situation in which designs comprise bias
and construction comprises errors.
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5. Conclusions
Fatigue tests and analysis of cement-treated aggregate base materials under different stress states
were carried out. The following conclusions can be drawn from the above:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Strength tests of cement-treated aggregate base materials under different stress states with 3–5%
cement content at different curing times were carried out, the strength value of cement-treated
aggregate base materials under different stress states monotonously increased with the curing
time and cement content. The effect of the cement content on the strength of the cement-treated
aggregate base material is larger than the curing time.
Fatigue tests of cement-treated aggregate base materials under different stress states were carried
out with 3–5% cement content at 28 days and 90 days curing time, which clearly affected the
analysis of their fatigue properties. It was difficult to compare the fatigue tests results under
different stress states for cement-treated aggregate base materials.
The standardization equation of the fatigue characteristics under different stress states for
cement-treated aggregate base materials was proposed, which could reduce or even eliminate the
effect of the stress states, cement content, curing time and the shape and size of the specimen.
The form of point numerical did not completely reflect the complex properties, including the
variability and uncertainty of parameters and indicators. The interval parameter value included
the true value of the point parameter value, which conformed to the actual situation.
The standardization fatigue equation of interval parameters under different stress states was
established, which solved the uncertainty of accuracy and stability of test equipment and the
representative problem of test sampling, as well as reduced the error related to the materials,
structure, construction, environment, and load.
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